
AficionaDAO
Money, Cash, Capital, Currency 

& The Freedom Of Choice

We are born into a world where we have limitations placed upon us as to what constitutes value 
and as such, the means as to how we transact with one another.



This isn’t a story about the evils of fiat, nor the merits of crypto. We use Ether because it has 
gained the most widespread adoption. By using Ethereum we have of course contributed to this 
adoption, but in the same breath we wouldn’t boast of our contributions to the monetary system 
by the use of our dollars so let’s stay away from the fairytales and get back to the sobering 
realities.



We have already discussed above that we lack freedom of choice in both our fiat and blockchain 
“means of exchange”, but the reality is we have far less freedom of choice in blockchain than in 
fiat.



Why? How? You might be asking. Well the inconvenient truth of the matter is that with fiat we 
have the ability to spend our money in establishments or with people where we know we won’t 
be disturbed by… those less fortunate. This isn’t a blame game, classist, or an attack on the poor. 
This is just a recognition that some of us, for once in our crypto lives, want to deal with real 
intellectual people, where we know damn well the person we are speaking with has at least a 
certain level of intelligence to be able to have earned themselves enough money to have the 
privilege of being amongst equals. Yes of course some get lucky or are born into wealth, and 
others have supreme intellect without the want or aspirations for money, but in general it is a 
very good filter for the purposes of our DAO.



Let’s face it. Can you imagine the bliss of being in a telegram group or Discord and not having to 
deal with all the menial bullshit of idiots who buy more than they are willing to lose & then make 
it their business for everybody in the world to hear about it? 



To not have to have the same twats comment on every social media post about how they have 
been scammed because the token went from $1.00 to $0.90?



Anybody who has been in crypto for more than one cycle, or even one year should know that it is 
a seemingly unwritten law of crypto; The people with the least money on the line cause the 
most grief.



This token or introduction isn’t trying to explain the sociological reasons for the above 
statement. Yes, maybe they are the most disruptive because they have the most to lose as a 
percentage of their wealth. Or maybe they are the most disruptive because they are used to 
“fighting it out” in their daily lives.



Frankly we couldn’t give a flying fuck. We’re sorry to hear about your struggles, but they aren’t our 
problem so piss off back to BSC with them and stop making your problems our problems.



Glad to get that part off of my chest and apologies for the language.
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AficionaDAO
Our plan is simple.  

We implement a minimum buy for our token. We have to take into account that smart people 
may not risk thousands on brand-new experimental tokens and so we will have a tiered system 
as to how we set our minimum buy.



We propose the following:



Minimum Contribution to token sale at IDO 0.2 Ether.

This minimum will rise by 0.1 Ether every 24 hours thereafter until it reaches 0.5 Ether minimum. 


There will be no buy or sell tax however we will have a hefty 25% transfer tax. Why is this? Two 
reasons

 We don’t want an OTC market forming for our token where poor plebs can purchase smaller 
amounts from those with more cash

 We don’t want exchanges listing our token without our permission just to have them dump on 
us and screw our price. The only people who think tier two exchanges are bullish for a tokens 
price are idiots, and the point of this token is to get rid of idiots.



The 25% transfer tax will go to a treasury for us smart people in the DAO to do smart things with. 
10% burned and 15% is swapped to WETH and sent to the treasury.



We are building this as a fully automated and fully decentralized application so eventually all 
functions will be able to be called upon by the DAO as governance functions. We will make the 
following amendable by the DAO

 Minimum buy amount in Ethe
 Addresses that can be whitelisted to remove transfer ta
 Access to DAO treasury.
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AficionaDAO
Internal Ranking

 A Prestige within the DAO is to be recognized and so we have our own in-DAO richter scale
 All $ADAO owners are Aficionado
 All $ADAO owners holding above 5 Ether worth are Aficionada
 All $ADAO owners holding above 50 Ether worth are the Aficionadist.
 The Afficionadist are mysterious beings who plebs worship upon seeing their wallets on 

bobby buy bots everywhere. All hail the Afficionadist and pray they bless your bobby with 
their bountiful presence

 God like creatures who don’t even necessarily exist as if they did they would be too chadly 
to ever be gazed upon by the human eye.


NFT/Token Economy & Treasury Growth Strateg
 Any ADAO token holder can mint just one free ADAO NFT
 This NFT provides its holders with governance powers as well as being the treasury reward 

distribution mechanism, aka, you need to mint the NFT to benefit from any treasury 
transactions or profits/redistributions of any kind

 This NFT also has transfer permissions on the full amount of the ADAO token holders 
$ADAO

 If the NFT is sold 98% of $ADAO is also transferred to the NFT recipient's wallet. With the 
other 2% of the ADAO sold for $WETH and sent to the treasury. This gives holders, market 
makers or anybody with the technical know how, the ability to profit from arbitrage 
strategies across NFT & Token, thus providing volume & WETH to the treasury

 If any NFT owner sells any amount of $ADAO, their NFT is burned, and another NFT is 
minted under a new collection owned by the treasury called “The Special Fallen Ones”

 These NFTs are sold by the DAO with 90% going to treasury & 10% to AficionaDAO 
development.


The Special Fallen One
 “The Special Fallen Ones” NFT owners are the treasury managers of the DAO. Only these 

NFT holders are able to be set as recipients of the Treasury funds and manage the 
investments. Rewards from investments are distributed to the Governance NFT holders

 2% of the Treasury per annum is shared amongst holders of “The Special Fallen Ones” as a 
reward for the treasury management duties. This is paid out in monthly instalments (2% of 
total balance divided by 12) direct from the treasury wallet

 The DAO has the ability to change the reward/management % sent to the special fallen 
ones. Where this may seem, to the uneducated pleb, that “well let's set it as low as possible 
then”... in reality as “The Special Fallen Ones” are the core treasury building component, 
their desirability is directly related to the DAOs ability to build treasury, and in turn, earn 
rewards

 The % paid will be a key driver of floor price & thus how quickly & to how large the treasury 
can become. This will be a fine balance for the DAO to consider.
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